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• Visiting Professor of Leadership and Organization Development 
– International MBA, National Chengchi University  
– EMBA, National Tsing Hua University 
– EMBA, Beijing Tsing Hua University 
– International EMBA, Joint Program of Beijing Tsing Hua U. & INSEAD 

• Executive Coach for senior executives 
• Corporate career 

– Corporate VP, Human Resources, TSMC 
– Regional VP, Asia Pacific, Lucent Technologies 
– General Manager, Greater China, Polaroid 
– Country Manager, China, GE Medical Systems 
– Regional Manager, South East Asia, Du Pont Imaging Systems 

• MS in Management, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University
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Confucius
• - 551 to 479 B.C.  
 (Socrates 469-399 BC; Plato 427-347 BC; Aristotle 384-322 BC) 
 - Name: Kong Qiu (孔丘) 
 - Literary name: Zhong-ni (仲尼)  
 - Known as Kong Fu-zi (孔夫子) or Kong Zi (孔子),  
   meaning Teacher or Master Kong 
 - Confucius: Latinized by Europeans in early 17th century 

• Father was a magistrate in Lu, but died when Confucius was 3  
 years old, he was brought up by his mother in poverty. 

• The Spring and Autumn period,  a time of chaos and decline for the  
       Chou Dynasty, China was broken down into many feudal states. 

• He was a keen learner and wanted to reform society through politics. His political platform 
“governing by virtue” consists of avoidance of needless war, tax reduction, universal 
education, mitigation of severe punishment.  

• He held office for only a few years (Minister of Justice, 51-55). Seeing that he was unable 
to turn his doctrines into practice, he resigned at 55 and set off with a group of disciples 
on a 13 years sojourn, traveling among various states in search of an opportunity to 
realize his vision but without success. He returned to Lu at 67, devoting the rest of his life 
editing ancient classics and teaching, with the expectation that his disciples would carry 
on his work and pass on his teaching . He died at the age of 73. 

□
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The 4 Books and 5 Classics
• The Four Books (四書) provides fundamental principles for social and personal 

affairs, lead scholars to learn the Way of Sages. Zhu Xi was the man who group 
them together in Song Dynasty where the neo-Confucianism flourished.  

 The Great Learning (大學) – Chapter 42, The Book of Rites (Zhen-zi) 
 The Doctrine of the Mean (中庸) – Chapter 31, The Book of Rites (Zi-si) 
 The Analects (論語) – (Kong-zi) 
 The Works of Mencius (孟子) – (Meng-zi) 

• The Six Classics (六經) were the faithful records of ancient cultures and primary 
source of the Confucian learning and key textbooks. The complete Book of 
Music (樂經) is now lost because of the burning of books by the Qin emperor, 
hence becomes The Five Classics (五經). 

 The Book of Odes 詩經 
 The Book of History (尚)書經 
 The Book of Rites 禮記 
 The Book of Changes 易經 
 The Spring & Autumn Annals 春秋 
 The Book of Music 樂經
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The Vision of Confucians
The Commonwealth State 禮運大同篇 
The Records of Rites, Book IX
“When the perfect order prevails, the world is like a 
home shared by all. Virtuous and worthy men are 
elected to public office, and capable men hold gainful  
employment in society. Peace and trust are are strictly 
observed. All men love and respect their own parents 
and children, as well as the parents and children of 
others. There is caring for the old; there are jobs for the 
adults; there are nourishment and education for the 
children. There are cares and support for the widows, 
the widowers, and for those who are alone or disabled. 
Every man and woman has an appropriate role in the 
family and society. A sense of sharing displaces the 
effects of selfishness and materialism. A devotion  to 
public duties left no rooms for idleness. Conspiring for ill 
gains are unknown. Thieves and robbers do not exist. 
The doors to every home need not be locked day or 
night. These are the characteristics of an ideal world, 
the commonwealth state. …………… … …………            
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Confucian Leadership
• A system of philosophy concerned with the world and how 

to achieve peace and harmony with oneself, family, 
society, nation, the world and the universe in accordance 
with the will of Heaven. 

• The primarily purpose of leadership was intended to be 
the vehicle for the establishment of wellbeing and 
enlightenment of those being led. 

• Confucius’ teachings were aimed primarily at the 
achievement of the ideal society. This perfect society 
could only be achieved under the leadership of able and 
worthy leaders.  

• Confucius leadership approach emphasizes morality, 
ethics, and philosophy. Confucians placed righteousness 
before gains. 
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Confucian Leadership Framework 

1. Four cardinal virtues 
✓ Ren: Humanity or Benevolence 
✓ Yi: Righteousness 
✓ Li: Propriety 
✓ Chi: Wisdom 

2. The oneness of knowing and doing 
3. Tao: Balance and Harmony 
4. The mandate of Heaven
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Leaders
• A lot of the illustrations were in the political context about how a ruler 

should rule, but the concepts and principles are applicable to any 
leader in any capacity whether it is in government, military, business, 
family, school, non-profit organization, …etc.  

• Jun Zi (君子) is Confucians’ concept of a noble man or gentleman. The 
goal of learning and seeking enlightenment is to become a Jun Zi 
through personal development, who will have the quality to lead 
through the varies level of social structure, - self, family, state, world, 
and eventually the highest ranking man (the ruler) who must seek 
balance and unity with heaven and earth. 

• In contrary, common man (or small man 小人)  are those who are not 
enlighten and act according to individual wants and desires and 
disregards (or out of ignorance ) of the universal goods.  

• The main segregation between a gentleman and a common man is in 
his level of enlightenment of the Tao, as reflected in his thoughts 
and behaviors.  

• There is strong emphasis on self-cultivation, and to strive for perfection 
on an individual level, and this would bring society to universal order and 
harmony, and the advancement of mankind. 

• Everyone can be and should strive to be a Jun Zi
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The Gentleman… The Leader

A6.27 A gentleman learnt broadly and is cultured, and 
restrains his conducts by propriety                                  君
子博學於文，約之以禮 

A1.14 A gentleman work hard and smart, and watch his 
words 君子敏於事而慎於言 

A15.23 A gentleman will not judge a person just by his 
words, or disregards the words because of the person             
君子不以言舉人，不以人廢言	 

A13.1 A gentleman will lead by example in doing first, doing 
more, and doing tirelessly  先之,勞之,無倦 

A14.30 A gentleman has three qualities: A man of humanity 
(ren) and thus has no worries; A man of wisdom (zhi) and 
thus has no doubts; A man of courage and thus has no 
fear  君子道者三：仁者不憂，知者不惑，勇者不懼	
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Gentleman vs. Common Man 
Good Leader vs. Bad Leader

A4.16 A gentleman pursues righteousness, a common man 
pursues gain.   君子喻於義，小人喻於利 

A7.36 A gentleman does not worry about personal interests, a 
common man always worry about his personal interests    
君子坦蕩蕩，小人長戚戚 

A13.23 A gentleman is amiable but not clannish, a common 
man is clannish but not amiable.                                          
君子和而不同，小人同而不和 

A13.26 A gentleman is relax but not arrogant, a common man 
is arrogant but not relax 君子泰而不驕，小人驕而不泰 

15.21 The gentleman demands himself; the small man 
demands others.   君子求諸己, 小人求諸人 

The Doctrine of the Mean: A gentleman pursues the balance 
way, a common man does not.   君子中庸，小人反中庸
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Lead with Virtue and Just

A2.1 Those who rule with virtue are like the northern 
star, they will be surrounded by all stars  

 為政以德，譬如北辰，居其所而眾星共之。 
A4.25 Those with virtues shall not be alone, they will 

have followers  德不孤，必有鄰。	 
A12:17 Governance is about justice. If the leader is just, 

who dare be not just?   
 政者，正也。子帥以正，孰敢不正？ 
A15:40 Do not work with those whose has completely 

different values (Tao)  道不同，不相為謀 
A7.15 Acquiring wealth and fame through non-righteous 

ways is like floating clouds to me.               不
義而富且貴，於我如浮雲
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Leadership Credibility

A2:19 Promote the upright and discard the crooked, and 
the people will follow willingly; do the reverse, and  
people will not follow willingly. 

 舉直錯諸枉，則民服；舉枉錯諸直，則民不服 
A12:22 Promote the upright and discard the crooked, 

and the crooked will become upright.                        舉
直錯諸枉，能使枉者直。 

A12:7 A state cannot stand without the trust and 
confidence of its people, this is as true as people are 
mortal through the ages. 自古皆有死，民無信不立 

A19.21 Gentlemen's faults are like the eclipses of the 
sun and moon, their faults are visible to everyone, but 
when they correct the faults, everyone will look up to 
them. 君子之過也，如日月之食焉：過也，人皆見之；
更也，人皆仰之。
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Leadership Development

Confucius’ Life 
• At fifteen, I set my heart on learning.                     

十五向學 
• At thirty, I was independent and established.       

三十而立 
• At forty, I was not easily confused or tempted.    

四十而不惑 
• At fifty, I knew the mandate of Heaven for my 

mission. 五十而知天命 
• At sixty, I was ready to listen openly and be 

receptive. 六十而耳順 
• At 70, I could act naturally without crossing the 

lines. 七十而從心所欲不踰矩 
               ~ The Analects 2.4
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Self Reflection, Self Awareness, Self Discipline
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The Ups and Downs of Confucianism
• Confucianism flourished in Han, Song, Ming, and 

Qing dynasties 
• Anti-Confucianism: 

– Qin 
– May 4th movement (1919) 
– Cultural Revolution 

• The re-emergence of Confucianism 
• How can we benefit from Confucianism in the 

21st century  
• What should we beware of its limitations
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Questions……? 
 
                             
                       ……Thank you!

李瑞華S. H. Lee 
shlee@nccu.edu.tw 

shlee@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn


